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 NOT THE ACTION YOU WOULD EXPECT OFF THE END OF 
STOCKS REPORTS FOR CORN AND SOYBEANS. 

Posted on 2/12/2014 6:13:45 AM 

Higher for Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat long with oats, soybeans, soybean meal and 
soybean oil while lower for rough rice and corn. The wheat complex continues to be led by Minneapolis 
with its eighth higher close in a row followed by KC settling higher eight out of its last nine sessions while 
both having their best highs and closes since the middle of December. Chicago joined the action with its 
highest close since Jan. 7th. I know it's easy to get excited by the action of the wheat complex lately, but 
remember, these retracements are only a very small percentage of the entire move down. The nearest 
resistance for Minneapolis is above seven dollars and KC around 695 which possibly means they could 
continue to retrace higher in at least the near term. Chicago wheat is more defined at the moment with 
support 560-570 and resistance above 600. The ending stocks for Chicago wheat was less than expected 
but still a good number nevertheless. However, with a very bullish number for corn and neutral to bearish 
for beans, the action today was just the opposite. Unwinding of corn/wheat and bean/wheat spreads 
along with improving exports has helped the wheat continue higher also. Closing over 640 could set up 
Minneapolis for a retracement rally up to the 710 area. Minneapolis/KC spreads lead by the March 
contract had its best close since Jan. 13th. The other contract months through Dec. have not been doing 
so well and I really don't know why at this time. History says Minneapolis will eventually go back over KC. 
A large world supply of wheat is no secret to anyone and has reflected on the wheat for quite a while. It's 
good to see exports finally improve with the lower prices. Oats had a huge range ending sharply higher. 
Its nearest support is 420 and then under 400 down to 390 and finally nothing until 355. Overall, oats 
remain very bullish at this time. Rice made its best high in three weeks before settling lower in reversal 
type action. Now rice is in a strong looking resistance area with support that runs from 1540 down to 
1525. Rice was looking heavy to me before this rally over the last few sessions but now is in a critical 
area in my opinion. I still feel holding 1520 is most critical. Corn settled lower for its third session in a row 
after testing the 250(349) area after reversal type action Friday. What's still important is that corn couldn't 
hold, at least so far, after a very bullish ending stocks report. Of course, there still in a large supply of corn 
in storage anyway. So far, as mentioned above, corn has tested 450 which is what I thought would 
happen after 430 down to 420 and then closing over 440 for the first time since the middle of last 
November. Closing below 420 could then mean its next stop would be the 400 area. Either way reaching 
370 to 380, like many traders think will happen, most likely will be later than sooner but should eventually 
happen in my opinion. Meanwhile, corn has been trending lower overall since 2012.The bean complex 
settled higher after being down overnight baffling me so far. Beans had their best close since Sept. 13th 
while meal made a new CONTRACT HIGH AND CLOSE. Even oil had its best close of the year! Meal 
continues to lead the bean complex. The beans had been in a strong looking support area (roughly 1280 
down to 1250) recently but now are in heavy resistance going from 1320 up to around 1360. Finally, 
another good bean crop in South America which should happen in spite of dry weather at this time. BUY 
SIGNALS FOR CORN, MEAL AND OATS.  SELL SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KC AND 
CHICAGO WHEAT AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, 
commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com 
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